We analyze the spectral properties of large, time-lagged correlation matrices using the tools of random matrix theory. We compare predictions of the one-dimensional spectra, based on approaches already proposed in the literature. Employing the methods of free random variables and diagrammatic techniques, we solve a general random matrix problem, namely the spectrum of a matrix 1 T XAX † , where X is an N × T Gaussian random matrix and A is any T × T , not necessarily symmetric (Hermitian) matrix. Using this result, we study the spectral features of the large lagged correlation matrices as a function of the depth of the time-lag. We also analyze the properties of left and right eigenvector correlations for the time-lagged matrices. We positively verify our results by the numerical simulations.
Introduction
Finding the casual relationship among several stochastic series of signals corresponding to N sources represents a formidable challenge. The role of the statistical analysis for this task was already noticed by Masani and Wiener in the sixties of the XX century [1] , to be followed by Granger [2] and developed by many [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the multivariate analysis, the study of the crosscorrelations is perhaps the most common method. Historically, Wishart [9] was the first to ask how to generalize the chi-squared distribution for the case of multiple dimensions, corresponding to the matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients of purely random time series. Wishart ensemble may be also the first random matrix application in science. If we consider multivariate time series represented by a matrix X it , where the 'space' index takes values from {1, . . . , N }, and 'time' index t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, the empirical correlation matrix can be represented as C ij = 1 T T t=1 x itxjt or, in a matrix notation, C = 1 T xx † , where bar ( †, respectively) applies to the more general case of the data valued in complex numbers. Lowercase x denotes the standardized time series, i.e. after a procedure when for each individual time series we subtract the corresponding mean and divide the result be the corresponding variance. Wishart ensemble corresponds to a maximally random correlation matrix, where each entry x it of a rectangular signal matrix is drawn from a real (complex) Gaussian distribution, so x itx jt = δ ij δ tt , where angle brackets represent taking the expectation values with respects to the probabilistic measure (here Gaussian). In general, the time series may include correlations. In particular, assuming space and time factorization, x itx jt = A ij B tt where A and B are symmetric (Hermitian) positive definite matrices. The spectral properties of such single-correlated (A = 1 N or B = 1 T ) [10] [11] [12] [13] or doubly-correlated (A = 1 N and B = 1 T ) [14, 15] Wishart ensembles were extensively studied in the literature.
When the number of consecutive measurements (the length of the series) tends to infinity the empirical correlation matrix tends to the true correlation matrix. Unfortunately, there are systems in which one cannot repeat measurements due to uniqueness of data (e.g. study of climate) or the fact that the number of independent time series is of the same order as the number of measurements (e.g. stock markets). In such instances the empirical correlation matrix deviates from the true correlation matrix. The Wishart matrix corresponding to such situation can be obtained in a limiting procedure N, T → ∞ with r = N/T fixed. This limit is referred to as Random Matrix Theory (RMT) limit or Big Data limit [16] . The parameter r, pertaining to the rectangularity of the array of collected data, is also known as the signal-to-noise ratio. Even having the ability to collect a vast number of data points, one would like to extract the leading portion of information from the system. Such a procedure relies on the diagonalization of the correlation matrix and focusing on the largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors and bears the name of Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The Wishart ensemble has found applications in telecommunication [17] and quantum information [18] . The applications of PCA in the Big Data limit range from financial engineering [19, 20] , through genetics [21, 22] , meteorology and oceanography [23] , study of atmosphere [24] , climate change detection [25] , criminal offence records [26] , to the analysis of EEG data [27] .
The analysis of correlation matrices presented above gives an insight into the interdependence of the components of complex systems at the same moments. In order to gain the access to the correlations at different instants, one has to shift the time index when correlating the time series, obtaining the auto cross-correlation matrix C τ ij = 1 T −τ T −τ t=1 x itxj,t+τ , which explicitly depends on the time lag τ . Such object appeared in the literature also under the name of delayed or time-lagged correlation matrix. For simplicity, we refer to this as the lagged correlation matrix. By construction C τ is not symmetric, which reflects the asymmetric influence of the component of the system. Such an information is not accessible by means of equal time correlation matrices.
The analysis of time-lagged correlations is recently becoming an area of a rapid development [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The diagonalization of the asymmetric lagged correlation matrices in the financial context was proposed in [34] and in studies of human brain activity in [35] . Later on, Podobnik et al. studied [36] the singular values of the lagged correlation matrices in various complex systems, including EEG signal and stock market, finding the long-range magnitude correlations.
Because of the asymmetry of the lagged correlation matrix, its spectrum is complex, which invalidates the standard tools of random matrix theories. Finding the RMT benchmark of the spectrum, corresponding to the absence of any correlations within the system is a formidable challenge. Due to the importance of the lagged correlations, this spectral problem was attacked few times in the literature, using the tools of RMT: (i) Symmetrization. First, the symmetrized lagged covariance matrix C sym = 1 2
was studied [37, 38] . In the Big Data limit (N, T → ∞ with N/T fixed) the resulting real spectral density comes from the resolvent (Green's function) fulfilling a quartic algebraic equation (Ferrari equation).
(ii) Spectral whitening. The singular value decomposition of the product (C τ ) † C τ was studied, after removing all equal-time correlations in order to define maximally random product [39] . In the RMT limit, the resulting spectrum is given by the so-called free Jacobi measure.
(iii) Abelization. Third, the strictly non-Hermitian lagged correlation matrix problem was approached in [40] , using the inverse Abel transform for a circularly symmetric spectrum. In this case, the radial spectral function stems from the quartic algebraic equation from the approach (i). We call this method 'Abelization', as it refers to the Abel transform and works only for matrices that commute with their Hermitian conjugate. (iv) Finally, the explicit non-Hermitian lagged correlation matrices were analized by Jarosz [41] using the non-Hermitian diagrammatic techniques. In particular, the result (iii) was challenged -the radial spectral function was originating from the cubic algebraic equation (Cardano type). (v) Later on, Livan and Rebecchi [30] proposed another approach relying on the assumption that the benchmark for the lagged correlation matrix can be approximated by a product of two independent rectangular Gaussian matrices, the spectral density of which was calculated in [42] and is given by the solution of a quadratic equation.
In this paper, we first summarize the above approaches using the powerful version of Random Matrix Theory in the large size limit, called free random variables. This technique represents a remarkable short-cut for calculations of various correlation matrices, in the limit when the number of measured components N and the number of measurements T are large, but their ratio r = N/T is finite [38, 43] . Section 2 summarizes the basic operational tools of this technique. Section 3 shows its applications in the approaches (i)-(iv). In particular, we resolve the controversy between [40] and [41] , in favor of [41] . This is the first main result of this paper.
In section 4, we recall a certain linearization method for study the nonHermitian random matrix ensembles. We present the diagrammatic construction in the asymptotic limit. To find the spectrum of the lagged correlation matrix, we solve a more general problem, namely the spectrum of the matrix Y = 1 T
XAX
† , where X is an N × T Gaussian random matrix and A is any matrix, indepenent of X, not necessarily symmetric (Hermitian). As a next new result, we also present the left-right-eigenvectors correlations for such a problem. To the best of our knowledge, such analysis has never been done before. Then, in section 5, we apply this result to the particular instance of the lagged correlation matrices also in a double scaling limit N, T, τ → ∞ with r = N/T and τ /T fixed and compare with the numerical simulation. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines the further prospects of this method. To facilitate the reading of the manuscript, we relegated several technical details and the thorough analysis of Feynman diagrams to the appendices.
Notation. In order to avoid ambiguity we adopt a notation at which matrices of a standard size are written with a boldface font while its elements in a standard way. In the sections devoted to the non-Hermitian matrices we denote the matrices with a doubled block structure by the calligraphic letters.
2 Addition and multiplication theorems for random ensembles
Real spectra
In the classical probability theory, the problem of finding the probability distribution function (pdf) p 1+2 (s) of a sum s of two independent random variables x and y resulting from the corresponding measures p 1 (x)dx and p 2 (y)dy is solved with the help of the characteristic function. The characteristic function, which is in fact the Fourier transform of the pdf, factorizes the convolution problem p(s) = dxdyp 1 (x)p 2 (y)δ(s − (x + y)) into a product of the individual characteristic functions for both pdfs. Since the characteristic function is the generating function for the moments of p 1+2 (x), the calculation of moments of the sum boils down to combinatorics. Further simplification comes from considering the logarithm of the characteristic function -the multiplication of the characteristic functions is then replaced by the addition of their logarithms. This sum rule holds for each term in the series expansion, so the corresponding coefficients, called cumulants, are additive under convolution. Similarly, the Mellin transform reduces the problem of finding probability distribution for the product z = xy of the aforementioned variables to the simple multiplication of the corresponding problems [44] . Free random variable (FRV) calculus provides tools, which superimpose the above addition and multiplication laws in the case, when variables x and y are replaced by asymptotically infinite, non-commuting matrices X and Y. One asks what the spectral measure of X + Y and XY is, provided that the individual spectral measures for both X and Y are known. As such, FRV represents a certain non-commutative counterpart of a classical probability calculus, ideally suited for the multivariate analysis of large matrices. The main objects in FRV are defined as follows. We are interested in finding the distribution of the real eigenvalues λ i of some stochastic matrix H in the limit when N (size of the matrix) tends to infinity. It is convenient to introduce the complex traced resolvent (Green's function)
where the brackets ... represent the averaging over the ensemble of N × N random Hermitian matrices generated from the probability distribution function
On the basis of the Sochocki-Plemelj formula
the imaginary part of G(z) reconstructs the desired spectral density,
The expansion of the Green's function for large z generates all spectral moments µ n = 1 N TrH n , alike the characteristic function generates the moments of the pdf in classical probability calculus
Motivated by the concepts of the classical probability calculus, Voiculescu [45] introduced the R-transform as the generating function for cumulants
i.e. R(z) is the analogue of the logarithm of the characteristic function in probability theory. Both complex functions G(z) and R(z) are related via
As an example we consider the instance, which is an analogue of the centered Gaussian, i.e. its distribution is completely determined by the second cumulant only, since all other vanish. Its FRV analogue is therefore R s (z) = κ 2 z, which by (7) leads to the quadratic equation for the Green's function with solutions
For large z, only the negative sign provides the correct asymptotic limit
. Taking the imaginary part according to (1) , we arrive at the celebrated Wigner semicircle distribution of Random Matrix Theory
The Wigner distribution is therefore the FRV counterpart of the Gaussian distribution in the classical probability theory. The crucial notion in free probability is the freeness condition which replaces independence in the classical probability calculus. The most intuitive definition of freeness of A and B is based on the complete decorrelation of the corresponding eigenvectors, i.e. their eigenbases are maximally random oriented. The pair A and UBU † becomes free in the limit when the size of matrices tends to infinity, provided that U is Haar unitary (i.e. infinitely large random unitary matrix from Circular Unitary Ensemble). For a free pair (A, B) a powerful addition law holds
linearizing the spectral problem of convolution of two non-commuting free random ensembles. Since the R-transforms are the generating functions for the free cumulants, the above law imposes the additivity of free cumulants, in an analogy to the addition law for the logarithms of the characteristic functions in the classical probability theory. It is suitable here to demonstrate the difference between the classical and FRV calculus on the simple example of convolution of two distributions, each of them composed of a binary set of -1/2 and 1/2. In the classical case, the resulting distribution is discrete, where the values -1 and 1 are obtained with the probability 1/4 each, and the value 0 is obtained with the probability 1/2. The matrix-valued version of this example could be realized in terms of two identical large matrices A and B, each of them having on the diagonal the equal number of -1/2 and 1/2. The spectral density functions are therefore given by
or, equivalently, the Green's functions read
Substituting z → R(G A (z)) + 1/G A (z) and using the definition (7), one arrives first at R A (z) =
Then, making use of the addition law, R A+B (z) = R A (z) + R B (z) and using (7) but in the opposite direction, one finally arrives at
which, via the imaginary part, leads to the continuous spectral arsine law
One can easily check this numerically by adding large matrices A and UBU † , where U comes from the Haar measure. Diagonalizing the sum and plotting the histogram of the resulting eigenvalues, one obtains the spectral distribution (14) .
Surprisingly, a similar construction exists for the product of ensembles A and B, despite in general the product of Hermitian (symmetric) operators is not necessarily Hermitian. If one of the matrices is positive (e.g. A), the moments Tr(AB) k can be rewritten under trace as Tr(
Hermitian by construction and shares the same eigenvalues as AB. This observation leads to the corresponding multiplication law [46] 
where
The original construction of the multiplication law by Voiculescu [45] (Stransform) is related to this formulation via
so that S AB (z) = S A (z)S B (z). Note that the formulation in the language of the S-transform requires R(0) = 0 for both ensembles A and B, which may be weakened [47] . Equations (15, 16) are still valid, even if R(0) = 0. Finally, let us consider the important case when the resulting non-Hermitian matrix X can be decomposed as X = PU, where P is positive, U is Haar unitary and P and U are free. In such a case, the complex spectrum possesses a polar symmetry, so the spectral problem is quasi-one dimensional, i.e. only the radial spectral density ρ(λ,λ) = ρ(|λ| = s) is non-trivial. In such circumstances the Haagerup-Larsen theorem provides a remarkably simple relation between the radial cumulative distribution function F (s) = 2π 
The spectrum is always confined to the ring with radii s min , s max , where s
Note that this case includes in particular s min = 0 and s max = ∞. This is the so-called single ring theorem [49] . Recently, it was proven [50] , that the same radial cumulative distribution function F (s) provides the information about certain eigenvector correlator
where 
Free Random Variable cookbook
Here we present brief recipes for the addition and multiplication of large random matrices and introduce some additional FRV transforms related to moments and cumulants. They found an application in description of spectral properties of large covariance matrices in particular in the financial context [52, 53] . Recently, they also turned out to be crucial in the cleaning of noisy covariance matrices [16, 54] and studying the properties of the eigenvectors of such matrices [55] .
The procedure for addition goes as follows:
1. Knowing individual spectral functions ρ A (λ), ρ B (λ), we calculate the corresponding Green's functions G A (z) and G B (z).
2. Using the relation (7), we construct R A (z) and R B (z), which we then add (cf. (10)) forming R A+B (z).
3. Finally, using again the relation (7), we reconstruct G A+B (z), which via the imaginary part yields ρ A+B (λ).
Sometimes it is practical to use the functional inverse of the Green's function
The procedure for addition is identical, except the obvious shift in the addition law (
The multiplication algorithm is as follows:
1. Knowing individual spectral functions ρ A (λ), ρ B (λ), we write down the corresponding Green's functions G A (z) and G B (z), and then, using the relation (7), we construct R A (z) and R B (z).
2. Using (17), we calculate S A (z) and S B (z), which we then multiply (if the aforementioned positivity condition holds), getting S A·B (z).
3. Reversing the order of above operations, we finally reconstruct G A·B (z), the imaginary part of which yields ρ A·B (λ).
It turns out that in some instances it is more practical to use the moment generating function M (z) ≡ zG(z) − 1 and its functional inverse, defined as
The procedure for the multiplication reads then
. We list in the form of the Table 1 
Unit time-lagged correlation matrices -quasione dimensional reductions
We consider the Pearson estimator of the autocorrelation matrix with the time shift (lag) of τ units
where x it represents measurements of i = 1, ..., N objects at times t = 1, ..., T . First, we are interested in the unit time lag (τ = 1) in the limit when both N and T tend to infinity, keeping their ratio r = N/T fixed (we choose r ≤ 1). Note, that in matrix notation
with D tt = δ t+τ,t . For T → ∞ and fixed τ we can put T ∼ (T − 1). Moreover, in this section we associate T + k with k in the argument of the Kronecker delta in order to secure the existence of the inverse matrix for D. We call this cyclic approximation, because D is then a representation of a cyclic permutation. The accuracy of such an approximation has to be checked numerically a posteriori. Higher values of τ , which we also refer to the depth of the lag, are considered later in Section 5, devoted to non-Hermitian matrices, where the non-trivial limiting procedure N, T, τ → ∞ with N/T and τ /T fixed is studied.
Symmetrization
Symmetrization of the lag matrix D leads to
. The eigenvalues of the symmetrized matrix read λ k = cos(πk/(T + 1)) and, in the limit T → ∞, τ fixed, the resolvent can be approximated as
which is identical to the resolvent for the free arcsine law (13) . Inserting the above result into the chain rule for the S-transforms [38] , one obtains the fourth order polynomial equation (Ferrari equation) for the moment generating function M (z)
This equation was first presented without a proof in [37] and derived in [38] .
Spectral whitening
We represent the lagged correlation matrix as
The spectral content of such a matrix is complicated -the real eigenvalues not only capture the cross-correlations between x and y, but also reflect the inner-correlation within the 'Wishart-like' ensembles W x = 1 T xx † and W y = 1 T yy † . In order to disentangle these two sources of information, we remove by hand all the correlations within these two Wishart ensembles. We diagonalize the equaltime correlation matrix W x = UΛU † and define a new time series x = Λ −1/2 U † x, which has the property that its equal-time correlation matrix is the identity. This procedure, applied likewise to y, is known as whitening. The next step uses the observation that the moments of the square involve the product of two whitened anti-Wishart type ensembles
Since both ensembles are now represented by T × T matrices, and the nonzero-eigenvalues of both Wishart and anti-Wishart ensembles are identical and equal to 1, the remaining T − N eigenvalues have to be zeroes. In the absence of the time-lagged correlations, the spectral problem reduces therefore to the free multiplication of two projectors, the Green's functions of which read
The resulting spectral density belongs to the family of free Jacobi measures [45] . This method for looking for general cross-correlations in economic data was proposed in [39] .
Abelization
A way to deal with the non-Hermitian matrices with circularly symmetric spectrum was proposed by Biely and Thurner [40] with no proof and without specifying the class of matrices which this procedure applies to. They argued that the marginal distribution ρ x (x) = ρ(z = x + iy)dy of such a matrix is related to the spectral density of a symmetrized problem
Later, it was shown [51] that this property does not hold for the product of two independent GUE matrices.
We argue here that the Abelization property holds for normal matrices X, i.e. those which can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation X = UΛU † . The Hermitian conjugate X † can be diagonalized by the same matrix U, thus the eigenvalues of the symmetrized matrix
. If the spectrum is circularly symmetric, ρ(z,z) = ρ(s), where s = |z|, the marginal distribution can be rewritten as the Abel transform of the spectral density:
Knowing the spectral density of the symmetrized problem, one can recover the eigenvalue spectrum of the initial matrix via the inverse Abel transform
The spectral density of the symmetrized problem is obtained from (23) . Unfortunately, the lagged correlation matrices are usually not normal, so a different approach has to be used to get the proper form of the radial spectral density.
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 
Exact radial spectrum from the Haagerup-Larsen theorem
We work in the cyclic approximation and D is a particular case of the circulant (permutation) matrix, its T eigenvalues are just all complex roots of unity, i.e. λ t = exp(2πi
t T
). For large T the eigenvalues tend to the uniform distribution on the unit circle, i.e. they approach the constant measure (Haar measure) of Circular Unitary Ensemble (CUE). Due to the Sylvester's determinant identity the matrices 1 T xDx † and
1 T x † xD share the same nonzero eigenvalues, therefore the spectral problem of the time-lagged correlation matrix C is equivalent to the product of CUE ensemble and the anti-Wisharttype ensemble
The probability density function of the antiWishart ensemble is invariant under the unitary transformations, therefore its eigenbasis is already randomly oriented. The two matrices in the product are mutually free and we are allowed to use the Haagerup-Larsen theorem.
Since under the rescaling of an arbitrary matrix X by a real number r, R rX (z) = rR X (rz), the R transform for the matrix Y =
. We calculate its Green's function using (7), which takes the form
The resolvent of a square of a matrix can be expressed by the Green's function of the matrix itself, with the help of the identity
which follows form the partial fraction decomposition. The S-transform, calculated via (17) reads
Using the Haagerup-Larsen theorem (18), we finally arrive at the cubic equation for the radial cumulative distribution function
Upon choosing a real valued branch of the solution and taking into account the absence of zero modes in the original problem, one can calculate the spectral density
As a shortcut, we also deduce from (30) the values of the spectral radii (corresponding to F = 1 and F = 0)
where θ(x) is the Heaviside theta function. We remark that the same result can be obtained via calculation of the second and inverse second moments of the spectral density of anti-Wishart, as stated in the Haagerup-Larsen theorem. Several solutions compared to the numerical simulations are plotted in Fig. 1 . This result confirms the diagrammatic calculation by [41] .
4 True-lagged correlation matrices and eigenvector correlators
Non-hermitian random matrices
All the above-mentioned approaches have the same feature -they reduce the complex spectral problem to the calculation of real eigenvalues, either by imposing real spectra (symmetrization, Abelization) or by reducing the two-dimensional complex spectrum to a quasi-one dimensional case, imposing azimuthal symmetry and considering only the radial variables (whitening, Haagerup-Larsen theorem). Moreover, securing the existence of the inverse of the delay matrix by adding additional non-zero elements (cyclic approximation) does not allow to probe the spectrum with varying lag depth, because the eigenvalues of such D remain the same, regardless of τ . In order to attack the truly non-Hermitian problem, we first have to find a representation of the complex Dirac delta, since the Sochocki-Plemelj formula ceases to work in the complex case. In the spirit of the electrostatic analogy, the applications of which to Random Matrix Theory were very fruitful, we use the Poisson kernel in two dimensions
The differentiation with respect toz reduces the power of the denominator, which simplifies the object which one has to deal with. Let X be a random matrix, the mean spectral density of which we want to calculate. Denoting
the distribution of the eigenvalues on the complex plane can be calculated from [56] [57] [58] 
However, due to the nonlinearity in the denominator, it is very challenging to calculate g. It was realized in [59, 60] , that g can be considered as a part of an extended object which is linear in X and therefore is easier accessible in practical calculations. Consider a 2N × 2N matrix
where Q is a 2×2 matrix representation of a quaternion and X is a duplicated matrix
We remark that in the literature on non-Hermitian random matrices there exists another representation of a quaternion where the off-diagonal elements are devoid of a factor of i and the element above the diagonal appears with a minus sign. These representations are isomorphic, however throughout this paper we adapt the convention with imaginary units, which makes equations more symmetric. The block structure reflects a compound nature of the considered object G. We therefore adopt a convention of writing its elements which is compatible with this structure and in terms of indices we write G ij αβ . The subscript Greek indices refer to the quaternionic nature, run from 1 to 2 and enumerate blocks of the duplicated matrix. Latin indices in the superscript enumerate elements of the matrix within each block. By taking the partial trace over the space of matrix indices (which is a block trace of the duplicated matrix) we produce a 2 × 2 matrix which is itself a quaternion and we refer to this as the quaternionic Green's function (generalized Green's function)
In the analogy to the complex resolvent for Hermitian matrices, we give G the name quaternionic resolvent. We identify the upper-left element of G with (34) and denote all its elements
The lower-diagonal element is just a complex conjugate copy of g, however, the off-diagonal elements in the N → ∞ limit endow us for free with additional information. If a non-Hermitian matrix is diagonalizable, it possesses a set of left L i | and right |R i eigenvectors, solving the eigenproblem
They form a biorthogonal set, i.e. they are normalized by the condition L i |R j = δ ij , however the left and right eigenvectors are not orthogonal among themselves, L i |L j = δ ij = R i |R j . The biorthogonality condition leaves a freedom of rescaling the eigenvectors by an arbitrary complex number
i , and also of multiplying by a uni-
The simplest non-trivial quantity which is invariant under these transformations is the matrix of overlaps O αβ = L α |L β R α |R β , introduced by Chalker and Mehlig [61, 62] . The diagonal elements are the squares of the eigenvalue condition numbers, which play a significant role in the stability of the spectrum of non-normal matrices [63] [64] [65] . Chalker and Mehlig introduced a one point correlation function associated with the diagonal part of the overlap matrix
It naturally appears in non-Hermitian systems such as open chaotic scattering [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] and also in diffusion on large non-Hermitian matrices [71, 72] .
In the large N limit the product of the off-diagonal elements of the quaternionic Green's function reproduces the eigenvector correlator [50, 73] 
A huge benefit of the linearization formalism comes from the fact that G can be expanded into a geometric series in Q = Q ⊗ 1 N and X
provided that ||X Q −1 || < ||1 2N || in some norm. If we consider z lying outside the spectrum of X, then we are allowed to set |w| to 0 and, as a consequence, g is a holomorphic function. However, inside the spectrum we need to keep w sufficiently large so that the expansion (43) is legible. At the end of the calculations we set |w| → 0 and then g will depend both on z andz, indicating the non-vanishing spectral density.
The quaternionic Green's function, obtained as a block trace of (43), generates all mixed moments of non-Hermitian matrices in a similar manner as the complex Green's function for Hermitian matrices (5). Now, due to the fact that in general X does not commute with X † , the class of possible moments is much broader. To show how they are encoded, we consider a quaternionic moment generating function, which we define as
and its expansion into moments of
M is itself a 2 × 2 matrix, the entries of which together with the entries of the quaternion we denote here in a unifying way
Suppose now that we would like to extract from M (Q) the mixed moment
. . X an , where each each of a's is either 1 or †. The mnemotechnical rule, originating from the expansion (44), goes as follows. First, one has to associate † with1 and, obviously, 1 with 1. Then, identify first and last terms in the chain and consider the component a 1 a n of M . In the next step one expands the appropriate component in powers of z,z, iw, iw and reads out the coefficient of Q a 1 a 2 Q a 2 a 3 . . . Q a n−1 an .
As an example we consider 1 N TrXX † X † X . We have to expand M 11 into a series and consider the coefficient of Q 11 Q11Q1 1 = (iw)z(iw). The matrix Q plays the role of a transition matrix in this chain and one can easily convince himself that all possible mixed moments are encoded in this way. We also remark that the quaternionic R-transform generates all possible mixed cumulants (a.k.a. connected moments) in the same way as M generates all mixed moments [74] . A particular type of mixed moments and its relation to the eigenvector correlation function O(z) was studies thoroughly in [75] .
Moment expansion of the quaternionic Green's function
In this subsection we shall take the problem of determining the quaternionic Green's function of the lagged correlation matrix by expanding it into a power series and calculating the expectations of each terms. Then we find a way to sum all terms and write the Green's function in a neat form. We remind that the lagged correlation matrix can be written as a matrix multiplication
To find the spectrum of C τ and analyze its properties as the depth of the lag varies, we solve a more general problem. We consider a matrix Y =
T

XAX
† , where A is an arbitrary T ×T matrix independent of X, with no symmetry constraints and not necessary invertible. The elements of X are complexes with both real and imaginary parts Gaussian random variables of 0 mean and 1/2 variance. The probability density function of X can be written in a concise form P (X) ∼ exp(−TrXX † ). We are interested in the limit T, N → ∞ with r = N/T fixed, thus our results are valid also in the case when X is a real Gaussian matrix. However, for finite N there is an accumulation of order of N 1/2 eigenvalues on the real line [76] .
We shall be performing calculation on 2N × 2N matrices of the block structure (37) . The main object of interest is the quaternionic resolvent
where Q = Q ⊗ 1 N and
1 T X AX † , with
Since the real and imaginary parts of elements of X are centered Gaussian random variables, the expectation of higher moments can be calculated with the knowledge of the second cumulants only by means of Wick's (Isserlis') theorem. This property transfers simply to the language of the matrix elements and the second cumulants read
This brings an additional constraint in the moment expansion of G that the only non-vanishing pairings are those where X is paired with X † , thus the cumulants in the moment expansion are
The expansion of G reads
For the clarity of our formulas we adopt a convention that whenever two indices are repeated, we sum over the entire range of their variability.
Having (50), we reduce any expectation involving strings of X 's to the products of Kronecker deltas. Although the difficulty of calculating moments is avoided, the number of terms in the sum grows as n!, where n is the order of expansion. Moreover, even for large T some of the higher order terms give a contribution of order O(1), therefore one has to sum all terms carefully. In order to cope with the proliferation of indices, which in fact obscure the existing structure of the expansion (51), we represent formulas as diagrams. The details of the diagrammatic expansion we present in Appendix B, where we thoroughly derive equations stemming from the pictorial structure. Here we briefly describe the procedure of calculations.
The moment expansion (43) is a particular instance of the t'Hooft 1/N expansion in field theories with an internal U (N ) (or O(N )) group symmetry [77] . He showed that in the large N limit only planar diagrams give the non-vanishing contribution, which simplifies the structure of diagrammatic expansion significantly.
Among planar diagrams produced by expressions in (51) we distinguish a class of one-line irreducible (1LI, in physics literature they are also known as one-particle irreducible) diagrams. We denote Σ ab αβ a sum over all possible 1LI planar diagrams with amputated external legs and refer to it as selfenergy. These diagrams are the building block of G, which can be expressed as a series, the n−th term of which contains n 1LI diagrams. This relation is known as the Schwinger-Dyson equation and reads
Following the ideas from [15] , we introduce a dual 2T × 2T matrix, which differs from Y by a cyclic permutation of factors. It is defined asŶ =
We distinguish all matrices and functions corresponding to the dual problem by putting a hat over them. We remark that contrary to the instance in [15] , the dual matrix is only an auxiliary object and it does not correspond to any non-Hermitian matrix problem because the diagonal blocks are not Hermitian conjugates of each other.
We consider a moment expansion of the dual problem
for which we can write the Schwinger-Dyson equation as in the previous case
With the help of the dual problem we can relate G andĜ with self-energies, obtaining a closed system of equations. An analysis of the corresponding diagrams yields
Substitution of self-energies to the Schwinger-Dyson equations gives us two coupled matrix equations
Keeping in mind that
αβ is the quaternionic Green's function, equation (57) imples that G = G ⊗ 1 N . EliminatingĜ from the equations above, we obtain the final equation for the quaternionic Green's function, written in the matrix form
This equation is exact in the limit N, T → ∞ with N/T = r constant, although for finite size of matrices there are 1/N corrections. Simple algebraic manipulations bring this equation to the following form
where M A (Q) is the quaternionic moment generating function of A (44) , showing that the spectral properties of 
5 Analysis of the spectrum of the lagged correlation matrix
Unit time lag
We consider a unit time shift τ = 1 and the standard limits N, T → ∞ with r = N/T fixed. As in Section 3.4 we replace the unit shift matrix with a circulant matrix, the spectral density of which in the limit N → ∞ covers uniformly the unit circle and the matrix itself is normal, therefore its Green's function is the same as for the Haar unitary U. This object was calculated in [78, 79] and reads
where α = |z| 2 + |w| 2 + 1. Endowed with this knowledge we can use the functional matrix equation (61), obtaining a system of complex algebraic equations
0 = zv +wg +v 2rg
with β = r 2 (|g| 2 +|v| 2 )+1. The additional two equations from the 2×2 matrix are the complex conjugate of the ones above. Nevertheless, in calculations it is convenient to treat g andḡ as independent variables and solve the extended system of 4 equations. The two additional equations assert that the solutions for g andḡ are mutually conjugated.
Having performed calculations which involve expansion into moments, one can put w → 0 in further computations. It is clear that v = 0 is a solution and equation (63) reduces to
The square root yields an absolute value, which produces two holomorphic solutions
Bounds for the validity of these two solutions do not determine where the spectral density vanishes. In order to find the borderline of the spectrum, we need a non-holomorphic solution. To this end, we multiply (64) by g/v and subtract it from (63), obtaininḡ
Since the r.h.s. is real, v is either real or purely imaginary. The choice of the solution is equivalent to the choice of the 2 × 2 matrix representation of a quaternion (37) . In our convention we take v real and get the equation for g 4g
The structure of the equation above suggests to substitute f = gz, which brings it to the following form
It is clear that f depends only on |z|, which means that this is a radial cumulative distribution function for matrix ensembles, the spectrum of which is rotationally invariant on the complex plane [49] . The spectral density is then given by
Moreover, the eigenvector correlator (41), calculated from the system of equations (63) (64) inside the spectrum reads
outside the spectrum the correlator vanishes. It is worth reminding that the obtained spectrum of a sandwiched matrix differs from the one of a product of the anti-Wishart matrix and a Haar unitary by an absence of T − N zero modes. Indeed, a transformation F = (1 − r) + f r brings (70) to (30) . These two matrices, obtained by a product of 3 matrices but in a different order, share the same spectral properties, which is a consequence of the Sylvester's determinant identity. However, the block trace operation is not cyclic, therefore the eigenvector correlator distinguishes between these ensembles. This correlator for the product of anti-Wishart with Haar unitary, which falls into the range of applicability of the Haagerup-Larsen theorem, can be calculated from a simple formula (19) .
To calculate the boundary of the spectrum we exploit the fact that f is a radial cumulative distribution function and f = 1 corresponds to the outer radius. If N < T there are no zero modes, and the inner spectral radius is determined by the condition f = 0, while for N > T the presence of zero eigenvalues requires that f = 1 − 1/r gives the inner radius. Their values agree exactly with (32), thus we can finally write the spectral density
where f is a real valued branch of the solution of (70) and s int , s ext are given by (32).
Going deeper with the lag
Considering a deeper lag, one introduces an additional time scale to the problem, namely, the depth of the lag τ . In the standard limiting procedure N, T → ∞, keeping τ constant does not produce new results. The spectral density and the eigenvector correlator tend to the already solved case of the unit time shift. This model works well if the time lag is much smaller than the length of time series. In real situations time lags sometimes can be comparable with the temporal length of the data. In order to capture this property, we perform the limiting procedure when all N, T, τ tend to infinity with r = N/T and additionally β = τ /T fixed. For the convenience we introduce another parameter α = (1 − τ /T ) −1 which is finite in this limit. The algebraic equation for the generalized Green's function of the lagged correlation matrix in this double scaling limit can be easily obtained from (59) , by taking into account that
αD and it takes the following form
with D ts = δ t+τ,s and
This equation simplifies considerably if τ /T is a fraction with a small denominator. The delay matrix can then be written as a Kronecker product of a low dimensional matrix and the identity matrix. Here, we present a step-by-step derivation for the simplest instance T = 2τ . It is convenient to write matrices as follows (76) which reduces the matrix within the block trace in (74) to a Kronecker product of a 4 × 4 matrix with the identity matrix, simplifying considerably the matrix inversion and the block trace operation. Upon setting w = 0, one obtains a system of complex equations
Once again v = 0 together with g = 1/z is a solution valid for large |z|.
Assuming v = 0, we eliminate |v| 2 , obtaining the quadratic equation for
Substitution f = 1 yields the spectral radius s ext = √ 2r. Taking appropriate branch of solutions and differentiating with respect to |z|, one obtains the spectral density
The eigenvector correlator in this case is given by the formula
The spectral density is the same as the one for a product of two independent rectangular Wishart matrices [42] . We argue here that this is the case for all τ ≥ T /2. Let us write matrices in the block form • T=3000, τ=500
• T=4000, τ=400
• T=2000, τ=333 • T=3000, τ=500
• T=2000, τ=333 (b) Figure 2 : Radial spectral densities (a) and the eigenvector correlator (b) obtained by the diagonalization of 4000 Gaussian lagged correlation matrices of size N = 1000 with various rectagularities and lag depths (dots) juxtapposed with the numerical solutions of the algebraic equation (74) . The discrepancies near the edges of the spectrum are the effects of the finite size of matrices.
In this representation the lagged correlation matrix takes the form C = 1 T −τ AH. For τ ≥ T /2 blocks A and H have no common elements, and the lagged correlation matrix reduces to the product of two independent rectangular matrices of size N × τ multiplied by a factor (T − τ ) −1 . A RMT benchmark for the lagged correlation matrix as a product of two independent rectangular Gaussian matrices, as proposed by Livan [30] , turns out to be valid for τ ≥ T /2.
Considering various lags such that the denominator of τ /T is greater or equal to 3, one obtains a system of coupled polynomial equations for f = gz and |v| 2 , which cannot be solved analytically. Nevertheless, the numerical solutions agree with Monte Carlo simulations, as presented in Fig. 2 .
Even more important from the perspective of data analysts is the radius of a circle bounding the support of the spectral density. By imposing matching conditions of the holomorphic and non-holomorphic solutions for g we obtain an implicit equation for the external radius s ext
where β = τ /T , M = 
Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed a broad class of large lagged correlation matrices, using the tools of random matrix theory. We started from the comparison of several previously studied cases (symmetrization, Abelization, whitening) using the powerful tools of free random variables. This approach has not only allowed us to rederive the already existing results, but also to resolve some controversies in the literature. Then, we considered the non-Hermitian problem of the lagged correlation matrix using the concise description of the diagrammatic techniques in terms of the so-called generalized Green's functions (quaternionic Green's function). Two new results include: (i) the algebraic equation for the quaternionic resolvent (59) and (ii) the solution for deeper time lags -in particular the implicit expression for the external radius of the complex spectrum (83). The solution for the lagged correlation matrix is obtained as a particular instance of a more general random matrix problem, namely the non-Hermitian generalization of the Wishart ensemble. Additionally, we have addressed the issue of the eigenvector correlators in such matrices. To the best of our knowledge, such objects were not studied so far in non-Hermitian generalizations of multivariate statistics, perhaps due to the lack of the pertinent mathematical methods. We hope that our framework will fill this gap. Last but no least, several generalizations of the presented formalism are possible. The first is the inclusion of spatio-temporal correlations for timelagged covariances, which will cause the spectra to lose the rotational symmetry. An important step in this direction was already done [41] , but resulting formalism is so far quite complicated. The other direction is the departure from Gaussianity in favor of heavy tailed data, so abundant in real-world complex systems.
The intention of the paper was also to be self-consistent and to promote new techniques for large lagged matrices, therefore we decided to present the detailed calculations and to add extensive appendices. We also successfully confronted formulae obtained with numerical, synthetic data. The presented formalism can be applied to the empirical analysis in any field where lagged correlations are essential -we have already outlined the domains of science in the introduction. From our point of view, the most interesting are the hidden correlations in biomedical data and we will address this issue in the sequel to this work [82] .
A Product of two free projectors
We present here the free random variables calculation of the spectral density for the product of two identical but mutually free projection operators. We start from the definition of the moment generating function 
so the N-transform for the product of identical projections reads
Using again the definition of the functional inverse, we arrive at the quadratic equation for M P 2 (z)
The Green's function therefore reads (note M P 2 (z) = zG P 2 (z) − 1)
where the have chosen the solution of the quadratic equation (86) reproducing the asymptotic behavior G P 2 (z) ∼ 1/z for large |z|. Taking the imaginary part we finally arrive at the spectral density
where the continuous part of the spectrum spans the interval [0, 4α(1 − α)]. This is a special case of the so-called free Jacobi distribution, obtained first time for two different, free projectors in [80] (cf. Example 3.6.7) and then studied e.g. in [39, 81] . 
B Details of the diagrammatic expansion
Our aim is to calculate the quaternionic resolvent expanded into moments (51). Wick's theorem allows one to express higher moments of X via its second cumulants only. The price that we pay is the increase of the number of terms at each order in the sum. The corresponding expressions become lenghty and the multitude of symbols obscures the internal structure of the expressions. To get rid of letters, we represent each term in the expansion by a diagram. All pictures composing diagrams and expressions corresponding to them are presented in Fig. 4 . Each diagram has two endpoints denoted as dots, they correspond to matrix elements that are indexed by two letters. Greek letters written beneath the circle refer to a quaternion space and run from 1 to 2. Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet placed over empty circles correspond to the matrix space and run from 1 to N . To distinguish matrix elements, the range of which is from 1 to T , we draw filled circles and use Latin letters from the middle of the alphabet. The expectation of two matrix elements is represented as a double arc joining particular elements. Furthermore, the sandwiched deterministic matrix is depicted as a rectangle.
A sum over repeating indices is denoted as merged circles. For clarity, we do not write indices on diagrams explicitly. The flow of the quaternion
+ higher order terms In the expansion of the quaternionic resolvent G all matrix elements have to be paired and each pair contains one elements from X and one from X † . Since the Wick's theorem produces a sum over all possible contractions, the n-th term in the expansion is represented by n! distinct diagrams. All diagrams from the first four terms are presented in Fig. 5 .
Direct calculations lead to the observation that every loop in the diagrams gives a factor T if it contains filled circles and N for empty ones. A careful insight into the structure of the diagrams leads to the conclusion that in the limit T, N → ∞ with N/T fixed only planar diagrams contribute.
We distinguish a particular class of diagrams that cannot be split into two by a single cut of an internal horizontal line corresponding to Q −1 and call them one-line irreducible (1LI). We denote Σ as the sum of all 1LI diagrams with amputated external legs. By amputating we mean dividing the corresponding expression (here Q −1 ) out. Σ, which we also refer to it as self-energy, turns out to be a building block of the quaternionic resolvent. One can rearrange all terms contributing to G into groups such that the first one consists of 1LI diagrams, the second group contains diagrams that can be split by a single cut into two 1LI diagrams, the third is comprised of diagrams that have two such vulnerable lines, and so on. This expansion is presented in Fig. 6 . In the index notation, this equation, also known as Schwinger-Dyson equation, reads 
We introduce an auxiliary expansion of a T × T matrixŶ = 1 T X † X A, which is a cyclic permutation of matrices forming Y. We denote all quantities pertaining to this auxiliary expansion with the same symbols as for the main problem, but we put a hat over them. We consider the quaternionic resolvent associated with this matrix
The diagrammatic representation of expressions generated by the first four terms of its expansion is presented in Fig. 7 . There still holds a relation between the quaternionic resolvent and 1LI diagrams summed to the selfenergyΣ Q 
First four diagrams contributing to the self-energy Σ are presented in Fig.  8 . By simple diagrammatic identities from Fig. 9 we bring the diagrams to the form which is depicted in Fig. 10 . The structure of 1LI diagrams is now evident and one can relate the self-energy and the quaternionic resolvent of the auxiliary problem, as presented in Fig. 11a . Analogous transfiguration of 1LI diagrams of the auxiliary problem leads to a simple diagrammatic relation between the self-energy of the auxiliary problem and the desired quaternionic resolvent, see Fig. 11b . 
The above equations together with the Schwinger-Dyson equations (90), (92) form a closed system that determines the solution for the quaternionic Green's function of the matrix Y.
C Spectral radius of the lagged correlation matrix
Representing matrices under the block trace as T × T blocks and making use of the block inverse formula 
one can analyze equation (74) in the most general form. Considering now the delay matrix D t,t = δ t+τ,t in the sandwich, we obtain the expression for the block trace in (74)
with F =K and H =J given by 
Introducing β = τ /T and identifying |z| with s ext , one brings it to the final form
